[The dynamics of intracortical interaction during thinking activities].
A new method is described of the brain mapping, based on determination of the probability of appearance of isofrequency components in the EEG derivations allowing to evaluate functional interaction of the brain structures in the process of psychic activity. The process of mental construction of visual image from separate elements includes three stages. At the stage of image search the focus of activity is in the occipital cortical area; in the stage of construction it moves to the frontal cortical areas; completion of the task and verbalization of the image are accompanied by joining of the cortical connections in common system. Alongside with the main focus of activity secondary focuses in the temporal cortex are also revealed during the search of the visual image. The topography of interaction at the frequencies of alpha-range in mainly determined by the stage of image construction. In case of prevalence of the image and abstract thinking shift is marked of the activity focuses at the frequencies of theta-range respectively to the right and left hemispheres.